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Abstract—Many robotic platforms can indeed reduce radiation
exposure to clinicians during percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI), however, interventionalists’ natural manipulations are
rarely involved in robot-assisted PCI. This requires more attention
to analyze interventionalists’ natural behaviors during conventional PCI. In this study, four types of natural behavior (i.e.,
muscle activity, hand motion, proximal force, and finger motion)
were synchronously acquired from ten subjects while performing
six typical types of guidewire manipulation. These behaviors are
evaluated by a hidden Markov model (HMM) based analysis
framework for relevant behavior selection. Relevant behaviors
are further used as the input of two HMM-based classification
frameworks to recognize guidewire motion patterns. Experimental
results show that under the basic classification framework (BCF),
91.01% and 93.32% recognition accuracies can be achieved by
using all behaviors and relevant behaviors, respectively. Furthermore, the hierarchical classification framework can significantly
enhance the recognition ability of relevant behaviors with an
accuracy of 96.39%. These promising results demonstrate great
potential of proposed methods for promoting the future design of
human-robot interfaces in robot-assisted PCI.
Index Terms—Analysis framework, hidden Markov model, hierarchical classification framework, natural behaviors, percutaneous
coronary intervention.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ERCUTANEOUS coronary intervention (PCI) is a minimally invasive procedure used to treat narrowing (stenosis)
of arteries found in coronary artery disease [1]. During conventional PCI, the interventionalists deliver endovascular tools (e.g.,
guidewires, balloon/stent catheters) into obstructed arteries to
rebuild blood flow pathways. The guidance of these tools relies
mostly on live fluoroscopy sequences, thereby exposing medical
staff to significant doses of X-ray radiation [2].
By removing the interventionalists from radiation source,
robot-assisted PCI has seen a growing interest in the treatment
of coronary artery disease [3]–[5]. Some robotic systems like
Magellan [6] and CorPath 200 [7], can not only relieve medical staff from X-ray source, but also increase the precision and
stability of tool motions [8]. Unlike conventional bedside techniques, robot-assisted PCI is implemented by using multi-DoF
joysticks or navigation buttons [9], which remove endovascular tools from interventionalists’ hands. Although some novel
designs are moving towards more ergonomic master interfaces
that replicate the natural motion patterns of interventionalists
[10]–[12], they still exist some common defects such as poor
flexibility of navigation and short distance of tool manipulation
[13]. Hence, it is very difficult for robotic systems to maintain
natural motion patterns of interventionalists, which vastly limits
their practical use.
Recently, some researches began to explore the application of
natural behaviors (motion signals from surgeons’ body during
surgical procedures) in medical domain. Table I summarizes
some of recent work in the analysis of natural behaviors using different types of motion capture sensor. Srimathveeravalli
et al. [14] recorded hand motion of interventionalists by using
electromagnetic (EM) sensors mounted on the thumb and the
forefinger. The hand motion was analyzed to identify design
specifications for safe motion and force limits of a novel teleoperated system. By attaching EM sensors to fingers (thumb
and forefinger) and wrist, Tercero et al. [15] developed a cyberphysical system to acquire hand motion for technical skills assessment in endovascular surgery simulation. Villarruel et al.
[16] designed a robotic surgical system controlled by muscle
activity with noninvasive registered electromyography (EMG)
sensors for remote surgery. In [17], muscle activity was applied
for automatic identification of surgical manipulations and on-
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TABLE I
RELATED STUDIES IN THE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL BEHAVIORS USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF MOTION CAPTURE SENSOR

line distinction of abnormal ones during simulated laparoscopic
surgery. Li et al. [18] used 14 custom-made bend sensors to
obtain a comprehensive information on finger motion to reflect
hand function clinically. In [19], accelerometers were placed
on the wrist of surgeons’ dominant hand to evaluate the force
information exerted by surgeons while performing tasks.
There also has been a propulsion to use two types of motion
capture sensors to achieve a more accurate and complete description of surgeons’ multimodal natural behaviors in surgical
procedures. King et al. [20] designed a wireless sensor glove
with seven accelerometers and one fiber-optic bend sensor for
the acquisition of force information and finger motion in laparoscopic surgery. These natural behaviors were analyzed for
relevant sensor selection and surgical skills assessment. PérezDuarte et al. [21] studied muscle activity using EMG sensors,
and analyzed finger motion using a motion capture data glove,
which consists of several bend sensors. These behaviors were
used to evaluate surgeons’ ergonomy during laparoendoscopic
single-site surgery.
Thus far, the natural behaviors captured during surgical procedures are mainly used for the purpose of skills assessment.
It is envisaged that such behaviors can also be applied to the
motion pattern recognition of endovascular tools for facilitating the development of novel human-robot interfaces (HRI).
Unfortunately, there are few studies looking at this issue. In
addition, two types of natural behaviors still cannot provide
sufficient information to generate accurate results for real-time
recognition. Moreover, redundancy analysis of natural behavior
is seldom discussed in the researches mentioned above. In [14],
[15], hand motions acquired by EM sensors on different fingers
are highly correlated since the locations of sensor deployment
are too close. Furthermore, not all behaviors obtained from motion sensors contribute to the motions of endovascular tools. The
employment of multi-DoF sensors always introduces multidimensional data, representing a group of sub-behaviors. Some of
them may be relevant to tool motions, whereas the others show
little or no relevance. However, the relevance of behaviors also
has rarely been discussed in existing studies.
The above drawbacks have motivated the investigation of
multiple motion sensors to collect interventionalists’ multimodal natural behaviors during conventional PCI. Numerous
studies have indicated that the motion capture sensors mentioned above have been successful applied to the recognition of
hand postures, gestures and movements [22]–[24]. If all four

types of sensor are adopted, there is no doubt that more natural
behaviors would be provided in comparison with the previous
studies [14]–[21]. Besides, it is necessary to build an analysis
framework to evaluate the redundancy between different behaviors, and the relevance of behaviors to tool motions. Based
on an appropriate classification framework, some relevant behaviors are expected to have the advantages in recognizing the
motion patterns of endovascular tools. It is worth to note that the
guidewire is the only discussed endovascular tool in this study
since it involves more types of manipulation mode than others.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold:
1) EMG, EM, accelerometer and fiber-optic bend sensors
are integrated to simultaneously record interventionalists’
natural behaviors (i.e., muscle activity, hand motion, proximal force and finger motion, respectively) during manual
PCI.
2) An HMM-based analysis framework is developed to evaluate multimodal behaviors for selecting relevant behaviors, which are further used to recognize guidewire motion
patterns by two HMM-based classification frameworks.
3) Experimental results show that 93.32% recognition accuracy can be obtained using relevant behaviors under the
basic classification framework, much higher than 91.01%
using all behaviors, and it can be further improved to
96.39% under the hierarchical classification framework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II depicts the collection and preprocessing of natural behaviors.
The methods for behavior analysis and motion pattern recognition are introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the
experimental results. The details of improving recognition performance and comparative analysis are described in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING
In this section, guidewire motion patterns are introduced
firstly. Then the acquisition of natural behaviors is presented.
Next, the subjects’ information and experimental protocol are
depicted. Finally, the data preprocessing methods are given.
A. Guidewire Motion Patterns
Coronary artery disease is caused by the build-up of plaque
and blood clots, which can form emboli and result in blockage
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Fig. 1.
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The schematic diagram of guidewire motions in vascular system and guidewire manipulations by the interventionalist’s hands and fingers.

within coronary arteries. The clinical target of PCI is to rebuild blood flow pathways for stenotic coronary arteries [1]. For
the implementation of PCI, a guidewire is delivered to the desired treatment site through vessel lumen. Next, the positioned
guidewire is used as a stable track for balloon/stent catheters
to follow [25]. Hence, guidewire delivery is of significance to
the success of PCI. Generally, guidewire motion includes three
categories: translation in axial direction, rotation in radial direction and combined motion in two directions [26]. The schematic
diagram of guidewire motions in vascular system and guidewire
manipulations by the interventionalist is indicated in Fig. 1.
1) Axial Translation (AT): To reach the desired treatment
site, the guidewire is pushed or pulled to move in axial direction
through vessel lumen. Therefore, axial translation consists of
two opposite-direction parts: advancement (AV) and retraction
(RT). During the advancement procedure, the interventionalist
clamps the guidewire with his/her right hand’s thumb and forefinger, and move the whole hand from right side to left side to
push it along its shaft. Oppositely, the motion from left to right
can achieve the retraction.
2) Radial Rotation (RR): For vascular bifurcations, radial
rotation enables the guidewire to change its tip orientation to
choose the desired branch. It also contains a pair of opposite
patterns: counterclockwise rotation (CR) and clockwise rotation (WR). During the rotation procedure, the interventionalist
twists the guidewire with the thumb and the forefinger in opposite directions, which are perpendicular to guidewire axis.
Then the friction between the guidewire and fingers drives the
guidewire to rotate until guidewire tip has turned towards the
desired vessel.
3) Combined Motion (CM): In conventional PCI procedures, the interventionalist sometimes needs to push and twist
the guidewire simultaneously to provide dynamic adjustment for
both position and orientation of the guidewire. Compared with
single advancement and rotation, this combined motion enables
the guidewire to enter the desired branch more effectively. It
also includes two patterns: advancement and counterclockwise
rotation (AC), advancement and clockwise rotation (AW).
Some definitions about guidewire motion patterns during conventional PCI is shown in Table II.
B. The Acquisition of Natural Behaviors
From above analysis of guidewire manipulations, some human motion from interventionalists’ body can be seen as natural

TABLE II
GUIDEWIRE MOTION PATTERNS DURING CONVENTIONAL PCI

Fig. 2. Sensor deployment: six EMG sensors, three EM sensors, one accelerometer and four fiber-optic bend sensors.

behaviors contributing to guidewire motions. In this study, muscle activity, hand motion, proximal force and finger motion are
mainly discussed. The acquisition of them can be described as
follows.
1) EMG Sensors for Muscle Activity (MA): Muscle activity functions to produce force and motion, and it is primarily
responsible for maintaining and changing posture and locomotion [27]. To characterize muscle activity, the most frequently
used approach is to measure EMG signals [28], which are the
recordings of electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles
and can reflect the activation level of muscles. Based on kinematics of human motion, six-channel muscle activity from right
hand and arm are recorded by EMG sensors (DTS, 1500 Hz,
Noraxon Inc., USA). The recorded muscles involved guidewire
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The experimental setup.

manipulations include triceps brachii (TB), biceps brachii (BB),
flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU), brachioradialis (BR), dorsal interossei (DI), and abductor pollicis brevis (APB). As shown in Fig. 2,
surface electrodes of EMG sensors are placed based on the human anatomical locations [29].
2) EM Sensors for Hand Motion (HM): Like the sensor deployment in [15], three EM sensors (Aurora 6DOF Flex Tube,
Φ1.3 mm, 40 Hz, Northern Digital Inc., Canada) are also used
for the capture of hand motion. They are mounted on the wrist,
the fingertips of the thumb and the forefinger (see Fig. 2), respectively. Each sensor can record three-dimensional (3-D) position
(X, Y, Z) and orientation (pitch, yaw, roll), but only the position
data is analyzed as natural behaviors. An EM field generator
is employed to transmit electromagnetic signals to make the
sensors work. The 3-D position is depicted by the Cartesian
coordinates in Fig. 3(a), and hand motion are described based
on the coordinates.
3) Accelerometer for Proximal Force (PF): The acceleration
represents the net result of any and all forces acting on the object.
It can be seen as a natural behavior to describe proximal force,
which has certain impacts on the tool motions [30]. In this study,
a three-axis accelerometer (DTS, 1500 Hz, Noraxon Inc., USA)
is attached on the hand back (see Fig. 2) to analyze the proximal
force of interventionalists when manipulating the guidewire. As
shown in Fig 2, the X-axis of the accelerometer is along the
center line of the middle finger, together with other two axes,
spanning a Cartesian space.
4) Fiber-Optic Bend Sensors for Finger Motion (FM): The
bend curvature of fingers can be used to represent the amplitude
of finger motion [31]. Obtained from a data glove (14 Ultra,
40 Hz, Fifth Dimension Technologies, South Africa), four fiberoptic bend sensors are adopted to acquire bend curvatures of the
thumb and the forefinger in this research. As shown in Fig. 2,
the sensors are fixed on metacarpophalangeal joints (MJ) and
interphalangeal joints (IJ) of two fingers, respectively [32]. In
addition, the midpoint of each sensor aligns the corresponding
joint to make sure the collected data is of reliability and validity. It is noteworthy that the distal interphalangeal joint of the
forefinger is ignored due to its small range of motion in actual
manipulations.

All the EMG sensors, accelerometer and fiber-optic bend
sensors are resistant to electromagnetism to guarantee no mutual
interference between different types of sensor. Overall, twentytwo-channel natural behaviors are acquired from these sensors.
Specifically, they are six-channel muscle activity from EMG
sensors, nine-channel hand motion from EM sensors, threechannel proximal force from the accelerometer and four-channel
finger motion from fiber-optic bend sensors. All behaviors are
listed detailedly in Table III.
C. Subjects and Protocol
Ten interventionalists of varying PCI experience were recruited in data collecting. The dominant hands of them are right
hands, which are consistent with the guidewire manipulations
described in Section II-A.
In order to simulate clinical practice, all guidewire manipulations were conducted on a phantom simulator. As shown
in Fig. 3(a), a medical guidewire (Reflex steerable guidewire,
Cordis Corp., USA) is introduced through the lumen of a
catheter into a 3-D vascular model, which is manufactured with
real human’s data. The vessel lumen of the vascular phantom is
filled with specialized oil as the substitution for blood. Mounted
near the phantom, a high-definition camera is used to provide
two-dimensional (2-D) images on a monitor to simulate X-ray
fluoroscopy.
Six manipulation modes were performed for corresponding
guidewire motion patterns. Specifically, AV and RT are axial
translation implemented by pushing and pulling the guidewire
between the left coronary ostium and the left anterior descending
branch (see Fig. 3(b)); CR and WR are radial rotation achieved
by twisting the guidewire at the bifurcation of the left anterior
descending branch; AC and AW are combined motions implemented by pushing and twisting the guidewire simultaneously,
and the left coronary ostium was set as the starting point. Each
manipulation mode was conducted for 5 seconds and repeated
10 times by each subject.
Before behavior acquisition, a short-term training was carried
out to make the subjects adapt to the simulator and the manipulations. For the consistency of manipulation, all attempts of
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TABLE III
NATURAL BEHAVIORS ACQUIRED USING DIFFERENT SENSORS

1

MA: muscle activity.
HM: hand motion.
3
PF: proximal force.
4
IJ: interphalangeal joint.
5
FM: finger motion.
6
MJ: metacarpophalangeal joint.
2

each manipulation mode were begun at the same initial state of
the guidewire and the same initial posture and gesture of the
subjects. All manipulations were performed above the EM field
generator to guarantee all EM sensors are in the range of measurement. Moreover, the sensor cables connected to processing
units were fixed stably to ensure no hindrance to the subjects
during manipulations. In order to prevent muscle fatigue, the
subjects were allowed to have a rest for 2–3 minutes between
different manipulation modes. For synchronous acquisition, digital clock signals generated by the computer were used to control
the start and end of data collection.

analysis. Its definition can be expressed as
R

1 
|ui |
MAV =
R i=1

where ui is the ith data point of the EMG sequence, and R is
the length of data sequence. For the purpose of data alignment,
R is set as the ratio between two different sampling rates in this
study.
For proximal force, the mean value (MV) is also obtained
from the same fixed-length data sequence of the accelerometer.
As an useful feature, the MV is frequently applied to the analysis
of accelerometer signals for human activity recognition [36].
The definition of MV is

D. Preprocessing
1) Data Filtering: Compared with other behavioral data,
EMG from muscle activity is an extremely weak signal with
low amplitude (50 μV-30 mV). It is therefore easily to be contaminated by noise signals (e.g., baseline noise, DC bias, and
industrial frequency interference (50 Hz in China), etc.) during
acquisition [33]. In this study, a notch filter with 50 Hz and
a band-pass filter with low/high cut-off frequency 10/500 Hz
are adopted to remove noise data in raw EMG signals [34].
For the data from other behaviors, each behavioral sequence is
smoothed using a median filter to eliminate any outliers and
spurious spikes. It is worth pointing out that these filtering processes can remove the noise signals effectively while retaining
most of useful information in behaviors.
2) Data Alignment: From the sensor specification described
in Section II-B, the sampling rate of muscle activity and proximal force (1500 Hz) is much higher than that of finger and
hand motion (40 Hz). The acquired behavioral sequences are
therefore not matched in time domain. For further processing,
it is necessary to align the high-sampling-rate data with the low
one.
For muscle activity, the mean absolute value (MAV) is extracted from a fixed-length EMG sequence as a feature representing this sequence. Due to its low computational complexity
[35], the MAV has been widely investigated in EMG signal

(1)

R

MV =

1 
vi
R i=1

(2)

where vi is the ith data point of the data sequence of the accelerometer, and R has been defined above.
III. HMM-BASED FRAMEWORKS FOR NATURAL BEHAVIOR
ANALYSIS AND MOTION PATTERN RECOGNITION
The HMM-based analysis and classification frameworks are
described in this section. To start with, the similarity matrix,
weighted feedforward algorithm and implementation of behavior analysis are introduced in analysis framework, respectively.
Next, the details of the basic classification framework are depicted.
A. HMM-Based Analysis Framework
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are stochastic methods to
model temporal and sequence data. HMMs have been especially
known for their application in temporal pattern recognition such
as handwriting, speech and gesture recognition [37]–[39]. The
complete parameter set of a standard HMM (λ) can be compactly
described by
λ = (A, B, π)

(3)
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Algorithm 1: Generation Algorithm for Similarity Matrix.
1: Initial n = 1;
2: For each behavioral sequence bni ∈ Dn , establish an
HMM λni , i ∈ [1, M ], n ∈ [1, N ];
3: Define a subsimilarity matrix C n for Dn using the
log-likelihood value of the jth behavior being
predicted by λni :
n
= ln[P (bnj | λni )], ∀i, j ∈ [1, M ];
Ci,j
4: If n < N , n ← n + 1 and go to 2; otherwise, continue;
5: Calculate the similarity matrix by averaging of all N
subsimilarity matrices:
N

Cn
S = N1
n =1

The algorithm stops.

where A is the state transition matrix, B is the distribution matrix
of observation probability, and π is the distribution probability
of initial state [40].
1) Similarity Matrix: By using HMMs, a set of sequential
data can be transformed to a feature space, where each sequence
is described by its similarities to the HMMs trained on representative sequences [41]. The similarity refers to how similar
a sequence is to that used to train an HMM, or how likely the
sequence can be predicted by the HMM. Generally, the loglikelihood of a trained HMM to predict a sequence is used to
represent the similarity. High values of associated log-likelihood
indicate that the sequence is highly correlated to those used in
training HMMs. Conversely, low values mean little or no correlation between different sequences. Hence, the redundancy in
sequence data can be evaluated in this feature space.
In this part, the HMM analysis framework is adapted for the
exploration of the relationship between different natural behaviors. The specific analysis procedures are as follows. Consider a
set of datasets D = {D1 , ..., Dn , ..., DN }, where each dataset
contains M behavioral sequences. Based on these datasets,
an HMM-based similarity matrix [20] can be created using
Algorithm 1.
Obviously, each element of the similarity matrix represents
the average correlation of a behavior to that used to train the
HMM. Specifically, the diagonal elements indicate the internal
consistency of the model and the training data, whereas the offdiagonal ones mean the correlation between different behaviors.
Therefore, the similarity matrix provides an approach to analyze
the correlation of natural behaviors.
2) Weighted Feedforward Algorithm: Based on the similarity matrix, King et al. proposed a feedforward algorithm for
optimum sensor selection and placement in the acquisition of
laparoscopic hand gestures [20]. In this algorithm, a sensor with
the greatest importance is selected to a ranked set in turn to
establish the priority of each sensor. The sensor importance is
mainly determined by a correlation factor, which is calculated
by summing the correlation to those in the set. Generally, those
out of the ranked set may also correlate to the sensor. However,
the algorithm is designed without considering this type of correlation. This would inevitably introduce some error to sensor
importance, thus has certain impacts on sensor ranking.
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Algorithm 2: Weighted Feedforward Algorithm.
1: Initial the ranked behavior set Ψp = ∅;
2: For each behavior bi , calculate
 pthe importance:
p
1−ω
−M
Si,j
Qi = Si,i
−1
j = i

∀ i, j ∈ [1, M ], weighting factor ω ∈ (0, 1];
3: Select the behavior b = arg max[Qi ] to Ψp ;
bi ∈
/Ψp

/ Ψp , select it to Ψp ,
If and only if one behavior bi ∈
stop the algorithm; otherwise, continue;
/ Ψp , calculate two correlation factors:
5: For bi ∈
p
], ∀bj ∈
/ Ψp and j = i;
CF1 ← Mean[Si,j
p
CF2 ← Mean[Si,k ], ∀bk ∈ Ψp ;
6: Update the importance by weighting two factors:
p
− [(1 − ω)CF1 + ωCF2 ]
Qi ← Si,i
Then go to 3.
4:

Similarly, this algorithm can be applied in this study for relevant behavior selection. To obtain accurate priority of behaviors,
we introduce some modifications in the feedforward algorithm,
which takes into account the correlation to both selected ones
and those to be selected with a weighting method. For each
motion pattern p, considering an M -behavior-based similarity
matrix S p , a ranked behavior set Ψp can be generated using
Algorithm 2.
3) Implementation of Behavior Analysis: From Section II-C,
ten subjects performed six manipulation modes (corresponding
to six guidewire motion patterns) ten times. This provides a total
of 100 (N ) examples for each motion pattern, and each example
consists of 22 (M ) natural behaviors.
As a first step, each channel of muscle activity is normalized to maximal voluntary contraction, respectively. For other
behaviors, the amplitude of the examples is normalized using
a linear min-max scaling method. Next, the normalized data
sequence is applied to the generation of similarity matrices for
each motion pattern. During this process, the data sequence is
encoded by the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and the Kmeans algorithm is adopted to initialize the parameters of the
observation GMM (means and covariances) [42]. To reduce the
computation time and the complexity of the framework, the
number of hidden states is selected as six with a mixture of four
Gaussians for the GMM. The HMMs are trained with BaumWelch algorithm based on Expectation Maximization, which is
used to calculate the maximum likelihood of the models [40].
Then, behavior ranks for each motion pattern are calculated using the weighted feedforward algorithm. Moreover, the impact
of different weighting factors (ω) will be evaluated in the next
section.
B. Basic Classification Framework (BCF)
Based on the HMMs, a basic classification framework (BCF)
is designed to recognize guidewire motion patterns using natural
behaviors, and the recognition performance is used to evaluate
the effectiveness of behavior selection.
The data flow of motion pattern recognition is shown in Fig. 4.
After data filtering and alignment, different numbers of behav-
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Fig. 4.
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The recognition of guidewire motion patterns under the basic classification framework (BCF).

iors are selected according to behavior rank. Then, the windowing technique [43] is employed to divide behavioral data
into a series of fixed-length window, whose size determines the
amount of data for generating one pattern recognition. Moreover, the overlapping technique is used to reduce the delay between two adjacent windows [44]. It means that the current
window overlaps with the previous one at a certain proportion.
In this work, the data in a 200-millisecond (ms) window is selected as an experimental sample, and the overlapping ratio is
set as 75%. Therefore, 970 samples for each motion pattern are
obtained from one subject. Based on the six-pattern problem,
there are 5,820 samples in total for one subject, which is sufficient for the recognition task in this study. For a sample, the data
of each specific behavior are normalized with min-max scaling
method. Furthermore, the data at the same sampling point are
concatenated together to construct a feature vector, therefore,
the experimental sample is a behavioral sequence consisting of
consecutive feature vectors.
Although the strategies of guidewire manipulation have been
informed to all subjects before data collection, the guidewire
is still manipulated by different subjects using different speeds,
frequencies and proximal forces. Hence, subject-specific classification frameworks should be established, trained and tested independently. The training dataset is set to 80% of each subject’s
data, while the remaining 20% is applied to model testing. All
HMM-training procedures are consistent with the establishment
of similarity matrix except the selection of hyper-parameters
(the number of Gaussian and hidden states), which are determined by 5-fold cross validation.
As shown in Fig. 4, the BCF consists of six HMMs, corresponding to the specific motion pattern. The recognition procedures of the framework can be depicted as follows. To begin
with, an experimental sample is predicted by all six trained
HMMs. Next, the log-likelihoods generated by different HMMs
are compared, and the pattern corresponding to the HMM with
the maximum value is considered the recognition result.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, behavior correlation is firstly analyzed using
the similarity matrices. Then the impact of weighting factor in
the weighted feedforward algorithm is evaluated and discussed.

Fig. 5. The visual interpretation of similarity matrix for guidewire advancement (AV).

Finally, relevant behavior selection is implemented and validated under the basic classification framework.
A. Analysis of Behavior Correlation
As a visual interpretation, Fig. 5 illustrates the normalized
similarity matrix for guidewire advancement (AV). In this example, the darker the cell, the higher value of log-likelihood
predicted by the trained HMM. Some diagonal cells are highlighted by green boxes with a white slash, which means that
the corresponding behaviors (i.e., MAB B , HMT y and PFy ) have
higher relevance to this motion pattern. Some other cells are
emphasized by blue boxes with a white cross, representing that
the HMT y -based HMM has the ability to predict the data of
HMF y , and vice versa. This demonstrates that the behavioral
data from two behaviors are highly correlated. HMT y and HMF y
are acquired by two EM sensors mounted on the tip of the thumb
and the forefinger, respectively. During guidewire advancement,
two sensors are relatively close since the interventionalist has
to clamp the guidewire with two fingers. Besides, both behaviors are used to encode hand motion along the guidewire shaft.
Therefore, an amount of redundancy exists in them. On the
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TABLE IV
RELEVANT BEHAVIORS FOR DIFFERENT MOTION PATTERNS

* The rank is decreasing from left to right.

Fig. 6. Recognition accuracy of guidewire advancement (AV) using increasing
numbers of top-ranked behaviors under different weighting factors.

considering the correlation to those out of the ranked behavior
set.
C. Relevant Behavior Selection and Validation

other hand, some behaviors such as PFy show little correlation to others, which means that it is unique under this pattern.
Consequently, the relevance and redundancy of behaviors can
be evaluated by correlation analysis using similarity matrices.
Similarly, the analysis of behavior correlation can also be performed under other five motion patterns.
B. Impact of Weighting Factors
By adjusting the emphasis on two correlation factors in the
weighted feedforward algorithm, the priority of behaviors may
be changed, therefore, a series of ranked behavior sets can be
generated by using different values of weighting factor. In this
study, the weighting factor is ranged from 0.25 to 1 with the
increment of 0.25. The case of ω = 1 considers the correlation
to those selected behaviors alone, while other three values (ω =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75) represent the cases taking both into account.
To evaluate the impact of weighting factors, some behavior
subsets, consisting of increasing numbers of top-ranked behaviors, are compared under the BCF in terms of recognition accuracy for a target motion pattern. As an example, Fig. 6 shows
the recognition results of guidewire advancement under four
weighting factors. It can be easily seen that the best recognition performance is achieved by using 5 top-ranked behaviors
under ω = 0.75. One way to understand this fact is that, the
behavior to be selected correlates not only to those in the ranked
behavior set, but also to those out of the set. Accurate priorities of behavior can be obtained by weighting two types of
correlation appropriately. The optimum weighting factor also
indicates that the algorithm should put more emphasis on the
selected behaviors than those to be selected. By comparing the
specific results, five top-ranked behaviors under ω = 0.75 obtains the best recognition accuracy of 98.15%, which increases
by 10.51% from 87.64% recognition using the same number of
top-ranked behaviors under ω = 1. The algorithm is also applied to other five motion patterns, and the optimum weighting
factors for different patterns are consistent with the example.
These results further confirm the necessity and effectiveness of

Under the optimum weighting factor, the highest recognition
accuracy for guidewire advancement is achieved by using five
top-ranked behaviors. Specifically, they are HMT y , PFy , MAB B ,
HMW x and HMT x (rank decreases in turn), which are regarded
as the relevant behaviors for guidewire advancement. For other
motion patterns, the relevant behaviors are also selected by using
the weighted feedforward algorithm. Table IV lists the relevant
behaviors for each motion pattern. From this table, it can be
found that some of hand motion, proximal force and muscle
activity are main contributing factors for axial translation; some
of finger motion, hand motion and muscle activity hold high priority in radial rotation; while all four types of behavior indicate
the usefulness to combined motions. In this study, a combination of relevant behaviors for each motion pattern is required to
guarantee overall recognition performance. This provides a total
of relevant 12 behaviors for final behavior selection. To evaluate
the effectiveness of behavior selection, the BCF is adopted to
recognize six motion patterns using relevant 12 behaviors, and
all 22 behaviors is used to provide comparison. The corresponding confusion matrices and evaluation metrics (precision, recall
and accuracy) for recognition ability are given in Fig. 7 (a) and
(b), which show the classification results based on ten subjects’
data.
To start with, the individual recognition results for each
motion pattern are discussed. As shown in two confusion
matrices, all precision and recall using relevant 12 behaviors
indicate obvious increases compared with those using all 22 behaviors. Specifically, guidewire retraction (RT) shows the best
recognition performance since its relevant behaviors show little
correlation to those of other patterns. Conversely, poorer
recognition is obtained for two combined motions. This is
because that some relevant behaviors for combined motions are
partly involved in single-motion patterns and several samples
of AC and AW are classified to AV and CR/WR.
Next, the overall recognition performance for all motion patterns is evaluated in terms of average accuracy. In comparison with the result using all 22 behaviors, the average accuracy increases by 2.31% using relevant 12 behaviors. Then, the
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Fig. 7. Recognition results under the basic classification framework (BCF). (a) Confusion matrix using all 22 behaviors (Acc.: accuracy; the number in the top
of a cell is the class count, and the bottom one is the percentage of the count to the total number of samples, similarly hereinafter.) (b) Confusion matrix using
relevant 12 behaviors. (c) Recognition accuracy distributions of the two schemes. The red line and the magenta dot are the median and mean, respectively.

box-and-whisker diagrams of recognition accuracy are given in
Fig. 7 (c), which provides an overall view of accuracy distributions on ten subjects’ data. After the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test (significance level α = 0.05) [45], the significant difference
between two schemes is less than 0.05, which indicates that the
recognition performance of relevant 12 behaviors are significantly superior to that of all 22 behaviors. Consequently, the
proposed weighted feedforward algorithm is effective in relevant behavior selection.
D. Evaluation of Muscle Activity in Recognition
Although muscle activity (i.e., EMG signal) is extremely
weak and easily to be affected by noise interference, the filtered behavior retains essential characteristics. The extracted
features from muscle activity can also be used to encode of
motion patterns. We wonder whether muscle activity has a positive effect on overall recognition performance. In this part, the
recognition ability of relevant 12 behaviors is compared with
that of relevant 8 behaviors, not including muscle activity (i.e.,
MAB B , MAT B , MAD I and MAA P B ). And accordingly, the confusion matrix using the latter is given in Fig. 8. Compared with
the results in this figure, the recall and the precision of counterclockwise rotation (CR) in Fig. 7 (b) increase from 92.47%
to 93.92% and from 90.38% to 91.56%, respectively. These increases are much greater than those of other motion patterns
since abductor pollicis brevis (APB), one of relevant behaviors for CR, shows very obvious dynamic characteristics while
the interventionalists twist the guidewire for counterclockwise
rotation. Besides, the overall recognition accuracy using relevant 12 behaviors also indicates a slight increase of 1.04% in
comparison with that using relevant 8 behaviors. Consequently,
the selected four kinds of relevant muscle activity have the potential of improving overall recognition performance.
V. FURTHER IMPROVEMENT FOR RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE
In this section, the HMM-based hierarchical classification
framework is introduced at first. Then the recognition performance of two classification frameworks is sufficiently compared

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix using relevant 8 behaviors (not including muscle
activity).

in terms of different aspects. Finally, the processing delay is discussed.
A. Hierarchical Classification Framework (HCF)
This study mainly focuses on exploring the potential of interventionalists’ natural behaviors to recognize guidewire motion
patterns. According to the analysis in Section II-A, the patterns are classified into three categories, each of which consists
of two ones. For single-motion patterns, proximal force (PF)
is only involved in axial translation (AT), while finger motion
(FM) is effective in radial rotation (RR) alone. Additionally,
both them contribute to combined motions (CM) (see Table IV).
Based on these obvious characteristics, the recognition can be
implemented by partly decoupling motion patterns, namely classifying three categories first, and then recognizing six motion
patterns in corresponding categories. To this end, a new hierarchical classification framework (HCF) is designed with two lay-
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Fig. 9. The hierarchical classification framework (HCF). In the first layer, the subclassifier 0 can differentiate between three motion categories. Its classification
result (1,0,0), (0,1,0) or (0,0,1), as a trigger signal, activates one of the subclassifiers 1–3 in the second layer to recognize corresponding patterns.
TABLE V
THE SUBSETS FOR FOUR SUBCLASSIFIERS OF THE HCF

ers, consisting of four HMM-based subclassifiers (see Fig. 9). In
the first layer, the subclassifier 0 can differentiate between three
motion categories. HMMAT , HMMRR and HMMCM are employed to encode corresponding categories. This subclassifier’s
classification result is (1,0,0), (0,1,0) or (0,0,1), representing
AT, RR and CM, respectively. These binary codes, as trigger
signals, are further used to activate the subclassifiers 1–3 in the
second layer. Like the subclassifier 0, each of them consists
two HMMs to describe corresponding patterns. Specifically, the
second layer can recognize AV and RT using the subclassifier
1, CR and WR using the subclassifier 2, AC and AW using the
subclassifier 3. The relevant proximal force and finger motion
are selected into subset 0 for the input of the subclassifier 0.
Subsets 1–3 (see Table V) consist of the relevant behaviors of
each category for subclassifiers 1–3, respectively. It is noteworthy that the training and testing procedures for the subclassifiers
of the HCF are consistent with those for the BCF.
B. Comparison on Recognition Performance

Fig. 10.

Confusion matrix using relevant 12 behaviors under the HCF.

The confusion matrix indicating the recognition results of
the HCF is shown in Fig. 10. Compared with the results of
the BCF in Fig. 7 (b), the overall accuracy increases by 3.07%
from 93.32% to 96.39% using the HCF. In addition, the precision and the recall of each motion pattern is also improved
under the HCF. Hence, it can be safely concluded that the HCF
has obvious advantages over the BCF in terms of recognition
performance. Furthermore, the recognition ability of two classification frameworks is also evaluated by using F1-measure,

which is the harmonic average of precision and recall [46].
In this study, F1-measure is calculated by the macro-average
method [47]. The recognition performance distributions using
relevant 12 behaviors under the two frameworks are displayed
in Fig. 11. For direct comparison, the average recognition metrics are listed in the left half of Table VI. In comparison with
the result of the BCF, the F1-measure of the HCF increases
by 2.76%, respectively. In addition, the Wilcoxon signed-rank
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Fig. 11. Recognition performance distributions of the two classification
frameworks. The red line and the magenta dot are the median and mean, respectively.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON ON THE AVERAGE RECOGNITION METRICS (%) OF THE TWO
FRAMEWORKS AND SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS (α = 0.05)

test (α = 0.05) is also conducted to investigate the significant
difference between two classification frameworks. The corresponding P -values are presented on the right half of Table VI.
To control the false discovery rate in multiple significance tests,
the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [48] is used to correct the
P -values. The PB H -values in Table VI represent the critical values calculated by the procedure. From the table, all P -values are
less than 0.05, which means that the HCF outperforms the BCF
significantly. According to the critical values, all differences in
multiple comparisons are still significant. Consequently, the hierarchical classification framework with subclassifiers can significantly improve the recognition performance by optimizing
the classification structure.
C. Comparison on Processing Delay
Due to the employment of the windowing technique, it is
necessary to study processing delay for an analysis window
on testing data. The average processing delay of each motion
category under the two classification frameworks is displayed in
Fig. 12. As shown in this figure, in comparison with the BCF, the
HCF reduces the average processing delay by 1.93 ms for axial
translation (AT), 2.57 ms for radial rotation (RR) and 2.24 ms for
combined motions (CM), respectively. One way to understand
this fact is that, the processing delay includes the time for data
preprocessing, predicting testing data with HMMs, and compar-

Fig. 12. Average processing delay of three motion categories under the two
classification frameworks.

ing log-likelihoods. Different from the BCF (six times of HMM
prediction and once comparison), the HCF involves only five
times of HMM prediction and twice comparisons. It can be easily known that the computational complexity of log-likelihood
comparison is much less than that of HMM prediction. Besides,
the input dimensionality of behavioral sequences also has certain impacts on the processing delay. Specifically, the input of
the BCF is the behavioral sequence extracted from relevant 12
behaviors, while those for subclassifiers 0–3 of the HCF are
obtained from relevant 3, 8, 6, 7 behaviors (see Table V), respectively. Consequently, the HCF holds the obvious advantage
over the BCF in reducing the computational complexity.
Furthermore, the windowing (200 ms) and overlapping (75%)
techniques provide a time interval (50 ms) between two adjacent windows for data processing and pattern recognition. As
shown in Fig. 12, all the processing delays are less than the
time interval, therefore, the total delay between two consecutive
recognition is 50 ms, which is an acceptable delay for real-time
recognition [49]. Consequently, based on the proposed frameworks, interventionalists’ natural behaviors have great potential
for being applied to the future design of novel human-robot
interfaces in robot-assisted PCI.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper provides HMM-based frameworks for the analysis of interventionalists’ natural behaviors and the recognition
of endovascular tool motion patterns during conventional PCI.
Under the analysis framework, natural behaviors including muscle activity, hand motion, finger motion and proximal force can
be evaluated based on the correlation between different behaviors. It has been shown that the weighted feedforward algorithm
can further determine the priority of each behavior effectively.
The selected relevant behaviors have indicated the competitive
ability to recognize guidewire motion patterns under the ba-
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sic classification framework. By optimizing the classification
structure, the hierarchical classification framework can further
enhance the recognition performance and reduce the computation time. In addition, the processing delay produced by the
classification frameworks can meet the requirement of consecutive recognition during human-robot interaction.
Although this study has demonstrated the potential of relevant behaviors for encoding endovascular tool motions, further
testing on more subjects is still necessary. In addition, sensor
miniaturization and integration for behavior acquisition will be
fully considered, and some more advanced filters will be employed to improve signal quality. Furthermore, the investigation
of deep learning techniques on this issue will be explored deeply
in the subsequent work.
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